We present a denotational semantics for an Algol-like language Alg which is fully abstract for the second order subset of Alg. This constitutes the rst signi cant full abstraction result for a block structured language with local variables.
Introduction
This paper solves a long-standing open problem concerning the semantics of local variables. We present a denotational model for an Algol-like language Alg, which is fully abstract for the second order subset of Alg. This means in particular that all the problematic observational congruences for Algol-like languages, which h a ve been presented in the literature MS88, Len93, OT93b] , can be validated in our model. (The latter also holds for the parametric functor model in OT93a, OT93b] , but no full abstraction result has been proved for it.)
The general technique which w e use for our model construction has already been developed in MS88], namely`relationally structured locally complete partial orders' with`relation preserving locally continuous functions'. Our particular model di ers from the one in MS88] b y h a ving the` nest possible relation structure', an idea which w e h a ve used in Sie92] to construct a fully abstract model for the second order subset of sequential PCF Plo77] .
The overall structure of our full abstraction proof 1 is also taken from Sie92].
In the rst step 2 we s h o w t h a t f o r e v ery function f and every nite set B of argument tuples for f there is a de nable function which coincides with f on B
(Theorem 3). Hence we can nd a sequence of de nable functions which a pproximate' f in the sense that they coincide with f on more and more argument tuples. But for proving full abstraction (Theroem 5) we m ust nd approximations in the Scott topology, i.e. we m ust show that f is the least upper bound of a sequence (or directed set) of de nable functions (Theorem 4). Bridging the gap between these two notions of`approximation' turned out to be the most di cult part of our full abstraction proof, for which w e had to develop completely new techniques (De nition 5 and Theorem 6).
Our Algol-like language Alg contains two (at least for non-insiders) unusual features, namely (a) a parallel conditional operator on the integers and (b) the socalled snap back e ect, which g o e s b a c k to a suggestion of J.C. Reynolds: Inside the bodies of function procedures, assignments to global variables are allowed, but after each function procedure call the store`snaps back' to the contents which i t had before the call, i.e. only a temporary side e ect is caused by such assignments. The parallel conditional often plays a prominent role in full abstraction proofs, but here it does not. If we remove i t f r o m Alg, then we can use the very same techniques as before to obtain a fully abstract model for the restricted language (cf. Conclusion). This`smaller' model allows us to reason not only about local variables but also about sequentiality. In the light of Sie92] this is not a big surprise, but nevertheless it is worth to be mentioned, because it distinguishes our approach from the one in OT93a, O T 9 3 b ] w h i c h is tailored to an Algol-like 1
In the remainder of the Introduction we tacitly assume that we are not speaking about the full language but only about the second order subset. language with snap back e e c t and parallel conditional OT].
The snap back e ect plays a more important role than the parallel conditional. If function procedures have either permanent side e ects WF93] o r no side e ects at all Len93], then it seems more di cult to determine the above mentioned nest possible relation structure' for the construction of a fully abstract model. This is the reason why our techniques do not straightforwardly carry over to these alternative languages. Nevertheless we believe that they can still be applied this is the contents of current research.
Finally one might w onder whether similar techniques are applicable to callby-value (i.e. ML-like as opposed to Algol-like) languages PS93]. This is a question which w e h a ve n o t y et investigated. Observations in PS93] indicate that additional problems might come up in the call-by-value setting, but we h o p e that our main ideas will still be helpful.
2 Syntax of the language Alg
We de ne our Algol-like language Alg as a subset of a simply typed -calculus. Elements of type iexp (=`integer expresssion') and cmd (=`command') will be functions which h a ve the current store as an implicit parameter in particular parameters of type iexp will be thunks in terms of the Algol jargon. Thus we follow the view that call by name should be the main parameter passing mechanism for Algol-like languages Rey81] . Besides that, we h a ve parameters of type loc (=`location') which m a y be considered as reference p arameters. They have been added as a mere convenience, because we a n yways need identi ers of type loc as local variables. An element r 2 n is called a n n-ary relation symbol.
As we will extensively work with tuples and relations, we i n troduce some shorthand notation for them: This is the category in which w e will de ne our denotational model. It has a certain similarity with the category of`parametric functors and (parametric) natural transformations' as de ned in OT93a, OT93b] . The precise relationship between the two approaches is not yet fully understood, but at least one di erence seems to be important: Whereas the de nition in OT93a, OT93b] works with binary relations only (and can be generalized to relations of some xed arity n OT]), our approach allows us to have relations of arbitrary arity i n one denotational model. This fact is exploited in our full abstraction proof (hence the proof does not automatically carry over to the parametric functor model) and|moreover| it allows us to obtain a fully abstract model for Alg without parallel conditional by the very same techniques as for Alg itself.
Denotational Semantics
We will now use the results of Section 3 to de ne a denotational semantics for Alg. W e l e t (W ) = ( P f (Loc) ) where P f (Loc) denotes the set of all nite sets L Loc. The main question is how to de ne the W-sorted signature . The basic idea is the same as for PCF in Sie92]: In order to achieve full abstraction we m ust keep our denotational model`as small as possible' and to this end we try to make the signature as large as possible. For PCF this was easy to achieve. We started from a at ground type of integers and de ned to be the set of all ground type relations which are preserved by the (intended) meanings of the rst order constants. This worked out, because all relations on a at dcpo are closed under lubs of directed sets. For Alg the situation is more di cult, because the ground Moreover, we u s e R as an abbreviation for I (R). From the de nitions in Section 3 we then obtain the following important`reasoning principles': The latter statement captures our intuition that a closed generalized expression has only access to those locations which explicitly occur in it and not to those which are temporarily bound to its local variables.
We nally remark that the particular choice of l in the clause for new cmd We will now prove some basic properties of our model and illustrate by a n example how semantic equivalences can be proved. The following set of ground relations will be useful for both purposes.
De nition 4 Let The following example of a semantic equivalence will be needed in the full abstraction proof but is also interesting in its own. The local variable x is used here for counting the procedure calls of z (as long as no snap back e ect occurs) during the computation of y z . 4 The equivalence 4 Note that Alg, as a full-edged -calculus, allows us to use an expression of type cmd on parameter position where Algol 60 would force us to introduce a new procedure identi er.
Call-by-name ensures that the assignment x := ! x +1 is executed whenever y uses its parameter (and not only once, a s i n a c a l l -b y-value language).
shows that adding such a bookkeeping mechanism does not change the behavior of the program in which the procedure call y z is contained, no matter how the procedures y and z are declared. For the proof of Theorem 3 one needs a ground relation R 2 L n where n is the cardinality o f B. Hence it is important t h a t w e h a ve relations of arbitrary arity i n our model. We do not present a n y details here, because we w ant t o c o n c e n trate on the remaining (more interesting) steps of the full abstraction proof.
From Theorem 3 we could obtain a sequence of de nable functions which a pproximate' f in the sense that they coincide with f on more and more argument tuples. But instead we need approximations in the Scott topology, i.e. we m ust show that f is the least upper bound of a sequence (or a directed set) of de nable functions. In order to bridge the gap between these two di erent notions of approximation we i n troduce the following concepts.
De nition 5 (a) Let n2N is an !-chain whose lub is the identity on ] ]. is called a n L-limit if an L-projection sequence exists on . If we can show that every procedure ty p e o f o r d e r 1 o r 2 i s a n L-limit for every L 2 W, t h e n w e obtain the desired approximations as follows. Proof: Let (P n ) n2N be an L-projection sequence on , and for every n 2 N let B n be a nite base set for ( The proof for the second order types is rather sophisticated we only sketch the main ideas for a single case, namely = cmd ! cmd. The rst idea which comes to mind is to de ne P n 2 Exp ! L completely analogous to P cmd n , namely P n y : z cmd : P cmd n (y (P cmd n z)) P n di ers from P n by using a local variable x to count the procedure calls of y's parameter P cmd n z, and as soon as the number of these procedure calls exceeds n, it enforces divergence. It is easy to see that ( P n ] ]) n2N is an !-chain with To this end let P sto n ] ]Stores L nf?g= fs 1 : : : s k g and let l 2 Loc nL. W e m a y assume that sequences w 2 f 1 : : : k g can be stored into l (by encoding them as integers). We let Hist n = fw 2 f 1 : : : k g jwj < n g, and for every function : only store values from a nite set. The crucial point is that the contents of the locations outside L need not be explicitly encoded into the contents of l, because they are implicitly determined by the recorded history of procedure calls.
7 Conclusion
We h a ve already mentioned that the parallel conditional is not important f o r o u r result. In order to obtain the same full abstraction result for sequential Alg (without pcond), we can simply remove the function Pcond from AUX and then proceed as before. Thus we obtain a model with a larger signature , in which additional semantic equivalences hold, e.g. On the other hand we c a n s h o w that no binary relation works for this example, and by similar examples one sees that relations of any xed arity n are not su cient for reasoning about sequential Alg. F or Alg itself we h a ve not found such examples, hence it remains an open question whether binary relations as in OT93a, OT93b] or relations of some xed arity n are su cient in the presence of a parallel conditional.
An interesting question is of course, what happens at types of order 3. We conjecture that neither our model nor the models in OT93a, OT93b] are fully abstract for these higher types: Reasoning about local variables is closely related to the question of -de nability ( t h e i n tuition is that a global procedure acts on a local variable like a pure -term), and it follows from Loa93] t h a t ( a t least over nite ground types) -de nability for functions of order 3 cannot be characterized with the aid of logical relations. As all the above models are based on logical relations, it seems unlikely that one of them be fully abstract for types of order 3. Hence our result seems the best one may expect for the current state of the art.
A List of the remaining auxiliary functions 
